
ORDER & PAY
At the table, bar, pool & spa

IN-ROOM DINING
Order room service on the app

ORDER AHEAD
For collection at counter, curbside and delivery

OMNICHANNEL DIGITAL ORDERING 
WITH PAYMENT & LOYALTY

TableRes is produced by BookingTek, a global business trusted by half of the world's leading hotel groups and their restaurants.

Elavon and BookingTek have joined forces to 

deliver free touchless order pay technology to 

hospitality and restaurant businesses around the 

world.

Restaurants of all types have access to the 

TableRes order pay mobile app with free software 

for life, a cost saving of up to $10,000 from 

normal software pricing.

ELAVON AND 
BOOKINGTEK

are concerned about handling 
physical items at restaurants like 
printed menus, bills & credit cards81%

of consumers are more likely to 
visit a restaurant if they offer 
contactless technology55%

Censuswide independent research

Enable customers to order from anywhere, at any 

time on any device and let them choose how to 

receive their food - served at table, collect from 

the counter or delivery. 

Multi-channel loyalty is seamlessly integrated with 

the ordering process and POS. Available

offers and rewards are automatically calculated, 

and the bill is adjusted in real time.

OMNICHANNEL 
DIGITAL ORDERING

HOTEL



USA  +1 (202) 904-2492
EMEA +44 (0) 203 668 5000
Email  sales@bookingtek.com

INTEGRATION
Full integration with Oracle Simphony 
and 10 other POS systems.

WATCH A SHORT
TABLERES VIDEO

TableRes Digital’s integrated payment system, 

SINGLEPAY, makes in-app ecommerce quick, easy 

and cost effective. The unique solution uses a 

minimal number of e-merchant accounts to service 

multiple restaurants in the same ownership. This 

makes for speedy setup, reduced fees and simplified 

management.

SAFE & SECURE 

Protect customers and staff by removing face

to face interactions and eliminating contact

with physical items that have been touched by

many hands like printed menus, bills and credit

cards.

The App can help control costs. With guests

self-ordering, it's possible to lower the number

of front of house staff required for each shift

without impacting service levels.
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